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Introduction

 What does the word �tness mean to you? To each person, it's something di�erent. To many,
it’s a word that brings on the cringe of pain, of doing something they simply hate and even
something they will avoid at all possible costs. But, that’s not necessary for most people.
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You won’t lose a magical 100 pounds this �rst three months. You may be able to drop that
amount of weight, though, in a year’s time. In many ways, �tness can be fun and we’ll show
you how to make it just that, healthily. Instead of a gimmick diet, another useless fad and
any type of crazy health food that costs more than all of the meals from your family, this is
a simple, no-nonsense approach to overall �tness that simply makes sense.

You’ll learn something and you’ll be able to implement these tools today to start seeing
success. Really, it can be that simple to be healthy. Let’s make �tness fun, then.

In fact, �tness can be enjoyable if you know how to make it be just that. Through this e-
book, we will teach you several very key elements to keeping yourself �t. Each tip and tool
given is something that you can do easily, without much help and with the ability to see
bene�ts.
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Limits of Liability / Legal Disclaimer:

The author and publisher of this information have used their best e�orts in preparing this book. The author or
publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, �tness, or
completeness of the contents of this course. They disclaim any warranties (expressed or implied),
merchantability, or �tness for any particular purpose. The author or publisher shall in no event be held liable for
any loss or other damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages.

This book contains information protected under Copyright. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is
strictly prohibited.
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Chapter 1: Fitness And Where You
Stand Right Now

 Fitness is a term that is used to help de�ne the ability to stay in the best physical shape. You
may ask, then, “What am I staying in shape for?” To each person, this will be something
di�erent.

For most, it is a matter of staying healthy as long as possible. You see, your body is
designed to work as a machine. When each part of the machine is cared for, the entire
machine works the best that it can. When the machine is neglected either in part or in the
whole, then the machine won’t run well and eventually won’t run at all.

If a car, for example, is well maintained for many years, it will last many years longer. If it
isn’t taken care of, for example you don’t change the oil in it, you cut several years o� the
life of the car. That’s costly to you, but when you look at this as your body, you are shaving
away days, weeks, and even years o� of your life when you don’t take care of your
machine (your body.)

Fitness is a necessary part of life. Before we get on the soap box, remember that �tness is
something that you can get into the habit of doing which makes it easy.
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Take a look at yourself right now. What do you see? If you are unhappy about any part of
your body, chances are good that area of your body is bothering you because it’s an
unhealthy area.

Here are some questions to ask yourself to determine where you stand right now.

 

Where Are You Now?

 

Fitness is not something that you have to struggle with. When you were three you were
probably taught to brush your teeth. You learned to put your clothes on. When you were
learning how to do them, you likely hated it. But, once you learned how to do it, it became
something that you didn’t think twice about. Do you worry about brushing your teeth
today? No, because it’s a habit. That’s what we want you to think of when you think of
�tness.

It’s just something that you do. Granted, the �rst weeks of learning to be �t and staying
healthy will be the hardest. You’ll dread it. You’ll �nd excuses about not doing it. You’ll claim
that getting �t is just too hard. You just can’t give up what you love. That’s not true.

In fact, if you have the will power to save your life by sacri�cing for just a few weeks, you’ll
see that �tness can be easily mastered by you.

Our �rst goal is to determine where you stand right now. Don’t worry, this is painless, but it
may hurt your ego a bit to do it. Nevertheless, it’s an important �rst step.
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Do you have aches and pains in parts of your body that are not from an injury?
Do you have clothing that doesn’t �t parts of your body well?
Do you struggle to do physical activities? Do you avoid them because you know you
can’t do them?
Are you unhappy with the way that your body looks? Do you avoid looking in the
mirror?
Have you been told by your doctor, your family or others that you need to consider
your �tness?

If so, then you need to begin by understanding that change needs to happen. There are
several tools that you need to use to determine your health level currently. You can �nd
calculators for many of these available to you free of charge on the web. You need to use
them to understand exactly where you stand right now.
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To get started with �tness, start by getting through these basic �rst steps.

1. Meet with your doctor to talk about your overall health. Ask him for measurements of
your blood pressure, your heart rate as well as any other important factors he may be
interested in you improving. Determine that you are healthy enough physically to begin
improving through diet and exercise.

 

What To Start With

 

Body Mass Index: Your BMI is a measure of the percentage of fat on your body. The
higher this number is, the more prone to health risks you are.
Ideal Weight: In comparison to your height and body structure, your ideal weight is
the weight that you should be, ideally.

These three things are critical elements for you to take into consideration when considering
where you stand right now. But, there’s much more for you to consider.

One thing that we want you to do besides getting the above information is to grab a tape
measure and get one of the most important measurements out there: your waist.

Your waist is important because it is the indication on your body of your potential health
risk. Those that have a larger midsection are most prone to health risks.

This is an important piece of information because of how vital it is to your health. Those that
have a large midsection are the most prone to heart problems. The fat that is here will push
into your body, causing di�culty for each organ there. Your kidneys, your lungs and even
your heart are suppressed. In e�ect, the fat here is likely to be what kills you, if you are
overweight.

 

Your Blood Pressure: The pressure in which your heart pumps blood throughout
your body. You need this number to be there, but it needs to be in a certain range to
be healthy. For adults, this is generally 120 to 139/80 to 89. Ask your doctor where
your blood pressure is.
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2. Get your weight. Do this at home on a well-programmed scale, not at your doctor’s
o�ce. Do it �rst thing in the morning after you’ve gone to the bathroom but before you have
eaten. Do it the same time and same way every time you weigh yourself.

3. Calculate your BMI. You need this to see just how unhealthy you are currently. It’s going
to come down and that will be quite rewarding!

4. Measure your waist. Stand up straight. Pull up your shirt, suck in your gut and measure
at your belly button all the way around using a tape measure. This will be the indication of
your weight loss and health improvement.
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So, what will you learn through this book?

Improving your body �tness
Improving your diet �tness
Improving your mind �tness
Improving your lifestyle �tness

 

What You Will Learn

 

If you don’t think that you need to lose weight, that’s great! You are one step closer to being
healthy. But, that’s not to say that you don’t have health problems beyond that level. Many
people are still at risk for high blood pressure, high cholesterol as well as other concerns
even though they aren’t technically overweight. Therefore, you need to take into
consideration the fact that overall health is in fact important to improve.

Throughout this book, we’ll point you in the direction of improving your overall health. For
many that will mean losing weight. For others, that will mean improving other qualities of
your life. There’s much to learn and improve on for most of us.

Although many people start looking into �tness because they want to lose weight, �tness is
not just about weight loss. By understanding where you stand on these factors above, you
can work to improve your overall wellness and increase your lifespan as well as the quality
of life that you are currently living.

 

Its Not Only For Weight Loss

 

5.Set your goals. Determine what’s important for you to maintain, to improve on, and to
work on �rst. Write them down and post them in several locations in your home.

Now that you have this done, you can begin to improve your health. We’ll help you
throughout the process!
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With your mind �tness, we mean making sure you are emotionally and mentally �t. That
means insuring that your overall life is healthy in regards to the life that you lead. Emotional
stability is critical to overall health.

With lifestyle �tness, the goal is to improve your stress level. It has been shown that those
that are under a lot of stress are often the most at risk for health problems due to the stress.

Throughout each of these aspects, we’ll teach you how to improve your life through easy,
and even fun, ways. Because each plays a role in your overall health, we’ll tackle what the
healthy standard is, help you to understand where you are and then help you to get to the
goals that you have.

Since your body is likely to be your largest factor impacting your life, we will start there.
Remember, each aspect is just as important as the next, though.

Each of these aspects is quite important. While your body must be maintained as much as
possible for health, it doesn’t do much good if you don’t eat the right foods. Losing weight,
for example, isn’t enough if you aren’t eating the right foods even if you are losing weight.



To continue reading, you can get a FREE copy of the full eBook here:

Get the Full version eBook here
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Chapter 2: Body Fitness And Its E�ect
On Your Life

 Remember how we referred to your body as a machine? Well, the time has come to
improve the way that the machine is working. This means physically. Your body is a well-
designed machine, actually. Each part of your body functions well because of the support
that other parts play.

Your heart pumps oxygen-rich blood to each cell in your body, delivering fuel to is so that it
can perform its duty. Your lungs supply your heart with that necessary oxygen. Your brain
keeps everything working, even those things that you don’t think about doing like your heart
beating and your lungs breathing.

Your job is to give your body what it needs to continue to perform correctly. While your
diet is something for the next chapter, we need to address your body’s ability to do what it
needs to through being physically capable.

What some people don’t realize is why their body has developed as it has. Well back in the
time of the cave man, the body had to do what it needed to so that you could stay alive. It
would store food in fat so that when there wasn’t enough food available, these fat reserves
could be used.
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